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This week:
14 parents
6 kids
2 experts

22 total
80 sweatshop hours

Create. Express. Inspire.



Idea
A fun, entertaining, and educational toy kit for girls 
ages 7-9 that fosters hands-on learning



Business Model Canvas

Referrers (parents 
and bloggers)

Kids: Build, post 
online, share

Online sales

One time purchase:
$30 base model kit

Subscription
$20 for one add on per 
month

Product design costs
Distribution, S&H costs
Materials, Manufacturing costs

Create interactive 
material 

Quick, convenient, 
informed purchasing 
decision

Effective and 
intuitive instructions

Fun to assemble and 
decorate

Hands-on learning

Daughter (user): 
- 7 to 9 years old

Parents (paying 
customer): High level 
of involvement with 
child
College degrees in 
STEM
Limited free time 
from busy lifestyle

(week 4)

Gift giver

Club Colorwheels
(online 
community)

Creativity and skills 
development

Incorporate learning 
topics

Marketing 
(Exposure, 
product demos)

Kit Packager 
Supply ChainEducational non-

profit institution



Business Model Canvas
(week 3)
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Colorwheels Sweatshop



12 kits







Results

5 of 12 successfully 
assembled (42%)

3 of 12 unfinished due to 
unclear instructions (25%)

4 of 12 haven’t had time to 
try assembling (33%)

12 kits delivered Thursday night:



Hypothesis Testing



Hypothesis Testing



Hypothesis Testing



Key Learnings
- Not independent play
- Clear directions are key
- More incentive to get to website
- Parents are busy, kids are busy
- Channels: death of the small specialized toy 

retail 
	
 –> justification for us to go direct sales online



Suppliers/ 
Packager!

3PL! Retailer!Colorwheel 
Toys!

Provide all 
components!

Package kits! Sell Kits!

Acknowledge 
returns!

Send Kit 
BOM!

Receive 
returns!

Send Order 
Qty per 
Retailer!

Fulfill orders!

Prepare "
complete kits!

Channel Diagram



Appendix



Additional Learnings
Finding the right beta testers (volunteering, free, and 

accelerated timeline)

Robustness of design needs work

Need to blend educational and fun in seamless manner

Difference between moms in focus group versus moms in toy 
store with their daughter

Gift givers have a higher price point (willing to spend 2x more) 
and make up 50% of sales



Hypotheses this week



Next Steps






